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ABSTRACT

the semanti s, formulae are interpreted over sets of states

We propose a non-standard semanti s for Alternating-time
Temporal Logi
ommonly a

with in omplete information, for whi h no

epted semanti s has been proposed yet. In our

semanti s, formulae are interpreted over sets of states rather
than single states. We also propose a new epistemi

opera-

tor for  onstru tive knowledge, and we show that the new
language is stri tly more expressive than existing solutions,
while retaining the same model

he king

omplexity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Arti ial Intelligen e℄: Distributed Arti ial Intelligen eMultiagent Systems; I.2.4 [Arti ial Intelligen e℄:

rather than single states. This ree ts the intuition that the
 onstru tive ability to enfor e

ϕ

means that the agents in

question have a single strategy that brings about
possible initial situations  and not that a su

ϕ

for all

essful strat-

egy exists for ea h initial situation (be ause those

ould be

dierent strategies for dierent situations). To do it in a exible and general way, the type of the satisfa tion relation in
our proposal for es one to spe ify the set of initial states expli itly. In

M , Q |= hhAiiϕ to express
A must have a strategy whi h is su essful for
Q . We also propose a new epistemi operator

onsequen e, we write

the fa t that
all states in

for pra ti al or  onstru tive knowledge that yields the
set of states for whi h a single eviden e (i.e., a su

essful

Knowledge Representation Formalisms and MethodsModal

strategy) should be presented (instead of

logi

quired property holds in ea h of the states separately, like
standard epistemi

he king if the re-

operators do).

General Terms
Theory

2. WHAT AGENTS CAN ACHIEVE

Keywords

and its extensions for agents with in omplete information.

atl

In this se tion, we present a very brief overview of

Alternating-time Temporal Logi , strategi
plete information, epistemi

1.

ability, in om-

logi

alled

[1℄ is probably the most important logi

ability that has emerged in re ent years. A

atl

and epistemi

logi ,

alled

atel,

ombination of

was introdu ed in [9℄

information. Still, it has been pointed out in several pla es

atel formulae is somewhat ounterintuA number of atel updates were proposed to over ome

that the meaning of

this problem [3, 5, 8, 6, 10, 2℄, yet none of them seems the
ultimate denitive solution. Our aim is to
logi

ome up with a

of ability under in omplete information whi h is both

general and elegant.
In this paper, we propose a non-standard semanti s for
the logi

of strategi

[1℄

an be under-

ability and in omplete information. In

in whi h path quantiers are repla ed with so

ooperation modalities. Formula

oalition of agents, expresses that

of strategi

to enable reasoning about agents a ting under in omplete

itive.

tl,

logi

INTRODUCTION
Atl

Atl

Alternating-time Temporal Logi .

stood as a generalization of the bran hing time temporal

egy to enfor e


U

f

ϕ. Atl

A

hhAiiϕ,

have a

where

A

is a

olle tive strat-

formulae in lude temporal operators:

(in the next state),

(until). The semanti s

2

(always from now on) and

an be dened using

game stru tures, ea h in luding a set of agents

on urrent

Agt,

states

St , a tions Act , and atomi propositions Π, plus a valuation
π : St → P(Π). Fun tion d : Agt × St → P(Act ) denes
a tions available to an agent in a state, and o is a transition
′
fun tion that assigns the out ome state q = o(q, α1 , . . . , αk )
to state q and a tuple of a tions hα1 , . . . , αk i that an be exe uted by Agt in q . A strategy sa : St → Act is a onditional
plan that spe ies what a ∈ Agt is going to do for every possible situation. A olle tive strategy SA is a tuple of strategies, one per agent from A ⊆ Agt. A path Λ in model M is
an innite sequen e of states that

an be ee ted by subse-

out(q, SA ) returns the set of all
paths that may result from agents A exe uting strategy SA
from state q onward. Informally speaking, M , q |= hhAiiϕ i
there is a olle tive strategy SA su h that ϕ holds for every
Λ ∈ out(q, SA ).
quent transitions. Fun tion
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Atel [9℄

adds

operators for representing agents' knowledge:

Ka ϕ

Alternating-time Temporal Epistemi
to

atl

Logi .

reads as agent

a

CA ϕ,

refer to everybody knows,

and

DA ϕ

knows that

ϕ.

Additional operators

EA ϕ,

ommon knowl-

edge, and distributed knowledge among the agents from

atel

Models for

extend

A.

∼1 , ..., ∼k ⊆ Q × Q (one per
agent) for modeling agents' un ertainty. Then: M , q |= Ka ϕ
′
′
i ϕ holds for every q su h that q ∼a q .
E
C
D
Relations ∼A , ∼A and ∼A , used to model group epistemi s, are derived from the individual relations of agents
E
from A. First, ∼A is the union of relations ∼a , a ∈ A. Next,
E
D
∼C
is
dened
as
the transitive losure of ∼A . Finally, ∼A is
A
the interse tion of all the ∼a , a ∈ A. Then, for K = C , E , D :
′
M , q |= KA ϕ i ϕ holds for every q ′ su h that q ∼K
A q .

Atel.

It has been pointed out in several

pla es that the meaning of
terintuitive [3, 5, 6℄.

atel formulae is somewhat

oun-

Most importantly, one would expe t

that an agent's ability to a hieve

ϕ

should imply that the

ontrol and knowledge to identify and ex-

agent has enough

e ute a strategy that enfor es

ϕ.

This problem is

losely re-

lated to the distin tion between knowledge de re and knowledge de di to, well known in the philosophy of language [7℄.
Several variations on 

atl with in

omplete information have

been proposed, yet none of them seems denitive. We summarize the most important proposals below.

Atlir .

In the logi

of

atlir

presented with a subs ript:

[8℄,

hhAiiir

ooperation modalities are
to indi ate that they ad-

are required to use uniform strategies, i.e. ones that spe ify
′
hoi es in indistinguishable states (if q ∼a q then
′
sa (q) = sa (q )). Formula hhAiiir ϕ holds in M , q i there is
the same

a uniform olle tive strategy SA su h that, for every a ∈ A,
q ′ su h that q ∼a q ′ , and path Λ ∈ out(q ′ , SA ), we have
that

ϕ

is true for

bring about

A

have

ϕ.

Λ.
A

In other words, there is a strategy su h

knows that exe uting this strategy will

Note that it is not possible to express that

ommon knowledge about the su

that they

essful strategy, or

an identify it if they share their knowledge et .

Alternating-time Observational Temporal Logi .

Atol, pro-

posed independently in [5℄, follows the same perspe tive as

atlir .

However, it in ludes also epistemi

obje t language (like
strategi

modalities in the

atel), and it oers a ri

her language of

operators to express subtle dieren es between var-

ious kinds of

olle tive abilities. The reading of

hhAiiK(Γ) ϕ

A has a (memoryless uniform) strategy to enfor e
ϕ, and agents Γ an identify the strategy as su essful for
A in the epistemi sense K. That is, M , q |= hhAiiK(Γ) ϕ i
′
K ′
there is SA for every a ∈ A, q su h that q ∼Γ q , and path
′
Λ ∈ out(q , SA ), we have that ϕ is true for Λ. We observe
is: group

that model

he king

atlir

and

atol

is NP- omplete in the

size of the model and the formula [8, 4, 5℄.

Feasible

Atel

atel

.
The update of
from [6℄ extends
f
f
f
f
with new modalities: hhAii , hhAiiE , hhAiiC , hhAiiK
a
f
and hhAiiM , very similar to the ones of
. The NPa
ompleteness result arries over to Feasible
 (it sub-

atel

sumes

atlir

and

an be seen as a subset

atol
atel
of atol).

Other Approa hes. Epistemi Temporal Strategi Logi [10℄
fo uses on the

on ept of undominated strategies ; in a way,

hhAiiϕ in etsl an be summarized as: if A play rationally to
ϕ (meaning: they never play a dominated strategy),
they will a hieve ϕ. Another, very re ent proposal [2℄ ap-

a hieve

abilities within the frame-

of seeing to it that ).

(the logi

We do not

dis uss these proposals further here due to la k of spa e.
In the original formulation of

atl, agents were assumed to

have perfe t re all of the game, in the sense that they

ould

base their de isions on sequen es of states rather than sin-

atl for perfe t re all and in omplete
atliR [8℄ and atel-r* [5℄. However, as

gle states. Variants of
information in lude

agents seldom have unlimited memory, and logi s of strategi

ability with in omplete information and perfe t re all

are believed to have unde idable model

he king [1, 8℄, we

do not investigate this kind of ability here.

3. NEW SEMANTICS FOR ABILITY AND
KNOWLEDGE
Atol

overs more

and it is not

etsl).

atlir

ases than

atel,

and Feasible

ommitted to any notion of rationality (unlike

One major drawba k of

atol

is that it vastly in-

reases the number of modal operators ne essary to express

A,

properties of agents. For team
eration modalities

hhAiiK(Γ)

a whole family of

oop-

is used to spe ify who should

identify the right strategy for

A,

in what way et . It would

be mu h more elegant to modify the semanti s of simple
ooperation modalities

dress agents with imperfe t information and re all. Agents

that everybody in

stit

work of

on urrent game stru tures with

indistinguishability relations

Problems with

proa hes the problem of strategi

that they

an be

hhAii

and/or epistemi

operators, so

omposed into su iently expressive for-

mulae. However, the property of a strategy being su
(under in omplete information) with respe t to goal
lo al to the

urrent state; the same strategy must be su -

essful in all possible opening states. In order to
this feature of strategi

|=,

satisfa tion relation

ϕ

mula

M.

ability, we

apture

hange the type of the

and dene what it means for a for-

Q ⊆ St

to be satised in a set of states

of model

To our best knowledge, nobody has used this kind of se-

manti s yet. Moreover, we extend the language of
unary  onstru tive knowledge operators
agent
the

essful

ϕ is not

a,

Ka ,

atel with

one for ea h

that yield the set of states, indistinguishable from

urrent state from

a 's

perspe tive.

Constru tive

om-

mon, everybody's and distributed knowledge is formalized
via operators

CA , E A ,

and

DA .

3.1 Language and Semantics
The language is dened formally as follows:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ∼ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | hhAii fϕ | hhAii2ϕ | hhAiiϕ U ϕ |
CA ϕ | EA ϕ | DA ϕ | CA ϕ | EA ϕ | DA ϕ.
The models are on urrent epistemi game stru tures again,
and we

onsider only memoryless uniform strategies. Now,

ϕ being satised by a
Q in a model M , written M , Q |= ϕ. We
will also write M , q |= ϕ as a shorthand for M , {q} |= ϕ.
Let img(q, R) be the image of state q with respe t to rela′
′
tion R, i.e. the set of all states q su h that qRq . Moreover, we use out(Q, SA ) as a shorthand for ∪q∈Q out (q, SA ),
and img(Q, R) as a shorthand for ∪q∈Q img(q, R). The new

we dene the notion of a formula
set of states

semanti s is given through the
knowledge operators

lauses below.

an be derived as:

Ka ϕ ≡ C{a} ϕ.
M , Q |= p

i

p ∈ π(q)

M , Q |= ¬ϕ

i

M , Q |= ∼ ϕ

i

M , Q |= ϕ ∧ ψ

for every

q ∈ Q;

M , Q 6|= ϕ;
M , q 6|= ϕ
i

for every

M , Q |= ϕ

and

Individual

Ka ϕ ≡ C{a} ϕ

q ∈ Q;

M , Q |= ψ ;

and

M , Q |= hhAii fϕ i there exists SA su h that, for
Λ ∈ out(Q, SA ), we have that M , {Λ[1]} |= ϕ;1

every

with a new proposition
of

M , Q |= KA ϕ

i

M , q |= ϕ

q ∈ img(Q, ∼K
A ),

for every

M , Q |= K̂A ϕ i M , img(Q, ∼K
A ) |= ϕ
and K = C , E , D , respe tively).

K̂ = C, E, D

(where

M , q |= Ka hhaiiϕ

expresses the fa t that

q,

ϕ

a

has a single

from all states indis ernible from
an be a hieved from every

ϕ

instead of stating that

su h state separately. Note that the latter property is very
mu h in the spirit of standard epistemi
an be

logi , and indeed

aptured with the standard knowledge operator (via

Ka hhaiiϕ).

More generally, the rst kind of formulae refers

to having a strategy de re (i.e. having a su

essful strategy

and knowing the strategy), while the latter refers to having

a strategy de di to (i.e. only knowing that some su
ful strategy is available;

f. [5℄).

ess-

Note also that the prop-

erty of having a winning strategy for the

urrent state (but

not ne essarily even knowing about it) is simply expressed
with

hhaiiϕ.

Capturing dierent ability levels of

is analogous, with various epistemi

modes of

oalitions
olle tive

re ognizing the right strategy.

Theorem 1.
atel, and

Theorem

3. General model

he king for our logi

is NP-

omplete in the size of the model and the formula.

In this paper, we propose a non-standard semanti s for
the modal logi

of strategi

ability under in omplete infor-

mation, in whi h formulae are interpreted over sets of states
rather than single states. Moreover, we introdu e new epistemi

operators for  onstru tive knowledge. It turns out

that, in this new semanti s, simple

hhAii

an be

ooperation modalities

ombined with  onstru tive epistemi

tors into su iently expressive formulae.
logi

opera-

Indeed, the new

is stri tly more expressive than most existing

atl

ver-

sions for in omplete information, while it retains the same
model

he king

omplexity as the least

philosophi al dimension of
natural: the

ostly of them. The

onstru tive knowledge is also

onstru tive knowledge operators

apture the

notion of knowing de re , while the standard epistemi

op-

erators refer to knowing de di to . We believe that we have
nally obtained a satisfying logi

of agents' strategies under

ingful epistemi

whether formula

ϕ

mcheck (ϕ, M , Q)
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